This article describes a transactional memory execution model intended to exploit maximum parallelism from sequential and multithreaded programs. A program code section is partitioned into chunks that will be mapped onto threads and executed transactionally. These transactions run concurrently and out of order, trying to exploit maximum parallelism but managed by a specific fully distributed commit control to meet data dependencies. To accomplish correct parallel execution, a partial precedence order relation is derived from the program code section and/or defined by the programmer. When a conflict between chunks is eagerly detected, the precedence order relation is used to determine the best policy to solve the conflict that preserves the precedence order while maximizing concurrency. The model defines a new transactional state called executed but not committed. This state allows exploiting concurrency on two levels: intrathread and interthread. Intrathread concurrency is improved by having pending uncommitted transactions while executing a new one in the same thread. The new state improves interthread concurrency because it permits out-of-order transaction commits regarding the precedence order. Our model has been implemented in a lightweight software transactional memory system, TinySTM, and has been evaluated on a set of benchmarks obtaining an important performance improvement over the baseline TM system.
INTRODUCTION
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In contrast to ILP (instruction-level parallelism), thread-level parallelism cannot be entirely exploited by hardware; some software (compiler, library, runtime) and/or programmer (language) support is required. One approach is automatic parallelization, where the programmer is not involved [Midkiff 2012] . The compiler, with the help of library or runtime support, is in charge of analyzing dependencies in the program and generating a correct parallel version. It is known that this kind of analysis is very complex and conservative, especially with codes that use pointers and dynamic data structures, so it is only successful for regular applications. In addition, in many cases, codes offer hidden parallelism that a static parallelizer cannot discover until program execution. A solution, with limited success, is to speculate data dependencies at runtime, a technique called TLS (thread-level speculation) or SpMT (speculative multithreading) [Sohi et al. 1995] .
Another approach is specifying explicit parallelism by the programmer at the language level. Reasoning about the semantics of the application, the programmer is now in charge of the analysis of the program to define the parallel threads and their synchronization. In general, performance of multithreaded applications is limited by how the parallel threads are synchronized. The traditional approach for synchronizing threads has been to use barriers and locks (mutual exclusion), which are often responsible for degrading parallel performance and are not scalable. Fine-grain locking can improve opportunities for parallelism, but at the expense of a larger programming effort and a larger risk of deadlock. An alternative to mutual-exclusion-type locks for synchronization are nonblocking algorithms (lock-free, wait-free) [Gottlieb et al. 1983; Herlihy 1991] . These methods use atomic read-modify-write primitives, like CAS (compare and swap), that the hardware must provide. In contrast to locking, nonblocking programming allows threads to make progress even when other threads are delayed or blocked. However, the design of nonblocking algorithms is very hard and they have to be written using the available atomic primitives to achieve high performance. Transactional memory (TM) emerges as another alternative for nonblocking parallel programming [Herlihy and Moss 1993; Harris et al. 2010] . TM provides an abstraction, called transaction, that allows a thread to execute a sequence of accesses to shared memory in an atomic and isolated way.
TM offers simplicity in shared-memory multithreaded programming as it separates abstraction from implementation. Although TM was proposed almost two decades ago, its use as a parallel programming model in the context of high-performance computing is relatively new. Some works present a comprehensive performance evaluation of some TM implementations for synchronizing threads in parallel scientific applications, reporting little to modestly good performance benefits [Schindewolf et al. 2012; Bihari 2013; Yoo et al. 2013] , and in sequential legacy codes [DeVuyst et al. 2011; Saad et al. 2012] .
This article proposes TEPO (Transaction Execution under Precedence Order), a TMbased programming approach that offers the programmer both a parallel execution model defined to exploit maximum parallelism from transaction execution and a parallel programming model defined to hide from the programmer most of the complexities related to the analysis of data dependencies and explicit thread synchronization. The programmer focuses his or her attention on the partitioning of the program, or a section of the program (incremental parallelization), into a number of parallel chunks, and he or she may define a precedence execution order between them. This order is the one required to be fulfilled for the parallel program to be correct. Once the program has been partitioned, the parallel execution proceeds by running the chunks as transactions; that is, chunks execute optimistically in parallel as atomic blocks. However, in order to have a correct parallel execution, all transactions must update their chunk state according to the established precedence order.
The execution of the code chunks as transactions allows the underlying TM system to be in charge of tracking data dependencies and react when conflicts are detected that compromise the precedence execution order. We have designed a transactional manager based on decoupling transaction execution from transaction commit. Transaction execution is managed with the focus on exploiting parallelism, while transaction commits are managed to fulfill the defined precedence ordering.
Depending on how the programmer defines the precedence execution order, our model can be applied to parallelize sequential program sections or to improve the concurrency of existing multithreaded program sections. In addition, transactions make the TEPO parallel execution model independent of the specific implementation of the TM system.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
-A transactional scheduler is developed that preserves a user-defined precedence execution order. -A new transactional state (executed but not committed) is introduced to allow decoupling transaction execution from transaction commit. -Based on the new transactional state, a relaxed commit condition is defined that allows, in some cases, transactions to commit out of the precedence order but fulfilling the sequential semantics of the original program. -The TEPO model is applied to iterative code sections with total precedence execution order and linked with language-level directives.
THE TEPO MODEL
The goal of TEPO is to exploit parallelism from a sequential code section or to improve the concurrency of a multithreaded code section by resorting to a transactional memory engine to deal with data dependencies and chunk synchronization. TEPO comprises a transactional execution manager that tries to maximize parallelism exploitation while subjected to a transaction precedence order, and a parallel programming model defined to lessen programming effort. The programmer should be concerned only about both the definition of the code chunks (program fragments that will be executed concurrently as transactions) and a precedence execution order relation between the chunks that sets the data dependencies between them. TEPO will be in charge of scheduling the execution of the code chunks as transactions keeping the precedence order with the aim of exploiting maximum concurrency. The precedence order is kept by TEPO by updating atomically the memory state of all executed chunks according to such order. TEPO is built on top of a transactional memory engine that takes care of detecting and solving memory conflicts between chunks.
Code Chunks and Precedence Order
Both concerns, code chunks and precedence order, have an important impact on the obtained parallel performance. If the chunks are not properly defined, they may exhibit many memory conflicts, resulting in an optimistic execution that may be drastically serialized. Or, the precedence order permits one to determine the type of data dependence that corresponds to a certain transactional conflict and decide which conflict resolution policy is best that hurts the performance the least.
There are different options to define a precedence execution order for transactions. Taking a sequential program section, we have (1) lexicographic order, which corresponds to the sequential order of instructions written by the programmer in the source code (concurrent transactions have to fulfill this order to ensure the sequential semantics of the original program); (2) dataflow order, a less restrictive order that corresponds to the order forced by true (flow) data dependencies between memory operations (the type of data dependence is derived from the lexicographic order); and (3) semantic order, an even less restrictive order that corresponds to the order forced by data dependencies existing in the problem (some flow data dependencies may be violated without generating an incorrect result).
As an example, if the programmer has defined single iterations of a DOALL loop as the code chunks, the lexicographic precedence order is given by the index variable of the loop, while, however, there is no dataflow precedence order (independent iterations). In the case of a scalar reduction loop, on the other hand, lexicographic and dataflow orders are the same, but there is no semantic precedence order (the final reduced result is independent of the execution order of the iterations due to the commutative and transitive properties of the reduction operator).
The programmer must decide which precedence execution order should be taken into account. If he or she wants to parallelize a sequential program section, the simplest option is the lexicographic order, as no data dependence analysis is required. Semantic information about the problem can also be used by the programmer to lessen the precedence restrictions. For instance, he or she can declare that the sequential code, for example, a loop, include reduction operations on some variables. On the other hand, there is a class of applications (some graph algorithms, image segmentation techniques, clustering algorithms, etc.) where the violation of some flow data dependencies does not result in an incorrect parallel version, but in a different but valid solution. For such applications, the programmer can choose different order possibilities.
The following definitions formalize the concepts described earlier. These definitions are intended to state the TEPO programming model. Definition 2.1. A code chunk is a program execution unit into which a program code section is partitioned and can be executed within a transaction. The set of chunks for a code section R is represented by U = {u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . .}.
The concept of chunk is commonly used in the TM context [Qian et al. 2012 ] as atomic blocks of instructions. These works assume that a core continuously executes chunks. However, we consider that chunk execution is defined only for one or several code regions of interest in the program.
Once the set U is stated, the programmer can define a precedence order between chunks, as pointed out in the following two definitions.
Definition 2.2. The immediate precedence order relation (≺ i ) is the order defined by the programmer according to some criterion, considering that a chunk never precedes itself.
Definition 2.3. The precedence order relation (≺) is the transitive closure of the immediate precedence:
Note that a valid precedence relation (≺) must be, at least, a strict partial order relation; that is, it must be irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive. This implies that ≺ i must be free of cycles.
Transactional Execution Model
Our proposal is a chunk execution and scheduling model that extends a TM system to fulfill a precedence relation order defined by the programmer. Two major features of this model are as follows: (1) the execution of two chunks subjected to the precedence order is sequentially consistent; that is, the parallel execution is equivalent to a sequential execution of both chunks, one after the other (according to the precedence order); and (2) the chunks are executed atomically and in an isolated way by relying on the base TM conflict and versioning management.
The precedence relation is aimed at two objectives. First, it can help to parallelize a sequential code region. With no knowledge about the problem, the programmer can define a precedence order equivalent to the lexicographic order, ensuring the correctness of the parallel execution. However, concurrency can be improved if the programmer loosens precedence restrictions using problem dataflow and/or semantic information.
Second, it can be used to improve the exploited concurrency of a parallel code region. Our model utilizes the precedence order relation to make the base TM conflict resolution policy more efficient. This way, by means of the precedence order, the programmer can interact with the conflict resolution mechanism.
In order to proceed with the execution of a selected code section under the TEPO system, the following must be defined: (1) how the code section is partitioned into chunks, (2) the precedence order graph between chunks, (3) the pool of threads in charge of executing chunks, and (4) the function that maps chunks onto threads.
Definition 2.4. The mapping function, o, assigns chunks to threads, so o : U → T , T being the set of threads, T = {0, 1 . . . nThreads} (nThreads is the cardinality of the set of threads).
Hereafter, the notation U t will be used to describe those chunks in a set U mapped to the thread t, that is,
Once all of this is stated, TEPO executes concurrently the chunks as ordinary transactions but with two main differences: (1) the conflict manager takes advantage of the precedence order to optimize the resolution of conflicts, and (2) the chunks are scheduled into threads according to the precedence order graph. Both issues will be discussed in detail in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Each thread starts executing the corresponding mapped chunks according to the precedence order. From its mapped set, the thread first selects one of the not-yetexecuted chunks with the lowest precedence order. Then, as the chunk executes transactionally, the base TM system records the memory addresses read and written (Read Set, RS, and Write Set, W S) required to ensure atomicity and isolation. Consequently, the TM system watches for data conflicts between concurrent chunks being executed by the pool of threads. If a conflict is eagerly detected, the conflict manager decides what to do to solve the situation, typically by aborting one of the transactions.
In addition to recording memory addresses, the TM system must also handle the updates to memory (version management). TEPO manages lazily the memory updates by buffering the transactional writes in special storage (Write Buffer) while keeping in memory the original data. However, in a TM system with strong atomicity, an eager version management is also possible.
When a thread finishes the execution of a chunk, it checks if the chunk can commit (see Section 2.3 for commit condition), as the precedence order has to be fulfilled. If the chunk is committed, the thread starts immediately a new chunk selected from the mapped set according to the precedence order. Otherwise, the chunk is kept in an executed but not committed state, a checkpoint of the chunk state (Write Buffer contents) is carried out, and the thread starts the execution of a new chunk (selected according to the precedence order). The Read Set and Write Set of the checkpointed chunk remain active because its data updates are still noncommitted, so data conflicts with other running chunks (from the same or different threads) are possible.
Under the TEPO execution model, the chunks are executed as transactions and can be in one of the states described in Figure 1 . In contrast to conventional TM systems, in TEPO the end of the execution of a chunk and its commit are uncoupled states. An executed chunk can commit immediately or be put aside (checkpointed) so the thread is free to start a new chunk. The thread is in charge of determining periodically if pending chunks can commit or not at some later point. Figure 1 shows the chunk state diagram that describes the behavior of TEPO. All chunks mapped to a thread are initially in the I (idle) state. At a given time, the thread is executing one of its chunks, which is in the R (running) state. When that chunk finishes its execution, it transits to the X state and the thread checks the commit condition (see next section). If it is fulfilled, the thread starts committing the chunk (Cing state) that eventually becomes committed (Ced state). If the commit condition fails, the chunk remains in the X (executed but not committed) state and the thread starts a new chunk. Every time the execution of a chunk is finished, the thread checks again the commit condition for all X-stated chunks (in the precedence order), committing those that fulfill the condition. Note that the thread is in charge of upgrading the state of the chunk (from idle to committed, state by state), while the conflict manager can downgrade the state if a data conflict is detected. The state diagram assumes that a conflict is solved by aborting the chunk (going to the idle state).
Conflict Management
Conflict management is composed of two operations: conflict detection and conflict resolution. Conflict detection refers to the detection of data conflicts between running (R state) and/or executed (X state) chunks, mapped to the same or different threads. Conflict resolution refers to the action taken to solve the conflict (ensure chunk atomicity). In TEPO, the base TM system performs both operations, detection and resolution, eagerly, that is, as soon as a chunk tries to access a conflicting memory location.
The common action to solve a data conflict consists of aborting one of the offending chunks (going to I state) and restarting it. Usually, the abort action has an important impact on performance as all work done by the aborted chunk is lost and re-executed again. To reduce this negative impact and improve chunk concurrency, TEPO takes advantage of the precedence order relation defined in the set of chunks to introduce new actions: stalling and data forwarding.
In order to describe the TEPO conflict resolution, the following sets are defined.
Definition 2.5. Denoting by U S the set of all chunks in state S (being S one of I, R, X, Cing, or Ced) across all threads, we define the sets of precedent, subsequent, and nonrelated chunks of a given chunk as Being consistent with Definition 2.4, the notation norel S (u) t = norel S t (u) restricts the set for those chunks owned by thread t. The same is applicable to prev() and next() functions. Table I shows the actions that the TEPO conflict resolution policy performs when a data conflict is detected eagerly. In some cases, the policy can choose one in several possible actions. The actions are defined with the aim of maximizing concurrency in the execution of chunks in different threads.
The conflict resolution policy depends on the commit condition for chunks subjected to a precedence order relation. We define a strict commit condition as follows.
Definition 2.6. Concurrent chunks subjected to a precedence order (≺) fulfill the strict commit condition if: Given u ∈ U , u in state X, u transits to state Cing if ∀v ∈ U , v ≺ u, v is in state Ced.
All actions with label (1) in Table I correspond to the default behavior of the base TM system (that is, nonordered chunks being executed in different threads). For simplicity, we assumed the default abort action. Actions with label (2) correspond to data conflicts when chunk u reads m, which was previously written by chunk v and v ≺ u (RAW dependence). In this case, the commit condition ensures that u will commit later than v. So, this conflict can be solved by aborting/stalling u or forwarding the updated data from v to u. However, if both chunks are mapped to the same thread, the only possible action is data forwarding because, otherwise, the thread will be deadlocked. On the other hand, if v is committing, it is possible for u to read data in memory if the update is already there (considering a nonatomic Cing state).
Actions with label (3) correspond to a WAR dependence (u writes and v reads, and v must commit before u). The commit condition permits filtering out these conflicts (no action), as concurrent execution is always correct. Actions with label (4) correspond to a WAW dependence (u and v write in m and one chunk precedes the other chunk). Table I ), (c) WAW dependence (case (4) in Table I ), and (d) WAR dependencies (cases (5) and (3) in Table I ).
The commit condition ensures that the correct written data is the last that updates memory.
Actions with label (5) correspond also to a WAR dependence because the reading chunk (u) must commit first. So, these conflicts are solved similarly to the case (3). Actions with label (6) correspond to a RAW dependence, as the writing chunk (u) must commit first. In these cases, as the read in v was performed earlier in time than the write in u, the only possible action is aborting v. Finally, actions with label (7) correspond to nonrelated chunks mapped to the same thread. By default, they commit in the same order as they are executed.
From Table I it can be seen that an executed chunk v (v in state X) can be aborted only by a preceding and conflicting running chunk u (u in state R, u ≺ v). This result allows one to relax the commit condition.
Definition 2.7. Concurrent chunks subjected to a precedence order (≺) fulfill the relaxed commit condition if: Given u ∈ U , u in state X, u transits to state Cing if
This relaxed condition permits one to perform out-of-order commits (regarding precedence order) and, consequently, improve concurrency between chunks in some situations. Figure 2 shows an example scenario of three threads executing 12 chunks subjected to a total precedence order relation.
1 Figure 2 (a) illustrates out-of-order commits thanks to the application of the relaxed commit condition. Chunk 3 commits before chunk 2 because chunk 1 is already committed and chunk 2 is already executed (state X). Note that the relaxed commit condition cannot be applied, however, to transactions subjected to a WAW dependence, as shown in the last column of Table I . Figure 2 also shows an example of a (b) RAW conflict corresponding to the case (6) in the third row of Table I , a (c) WAW conflict that corresponds to the case (4) in the same table (sixth row), and (d) WAR conflicts corresponding to cases (5) and (3) in Table I (eighth and sixth rows, respectively).
Transaction Scheduling
The TEPO scheduler is in charge of scheduling and executing, as transactions, the chunks mapped to threads, as well as committing those threads that fulfill the commit condition (strict or relaxed). The commit condition is defined so the precedence order relation over chunks is preserved, as stated in the following definition. Definition 2.8. The chunk scheduling bounded by a precedence order is defined as: (1) Intrathread scheduling: Those chunks mapped to the same thread start their execution according to the precedence order; that is, if u, v ∈ U t and u ≺ v, then the thread t starts the execution of u earlier than v.
(2) Interthread scheduling: Those chunks mapped to different threads commit their execution as soon as possible according to the commit condition (strict or relaxed).
Our scheduling model aims at improving the exploited concurrency in two ways: intrathread and interthread. The first one is improved by allowing a thread to have several pending executed chunks waiting for commit while executing another chunk, avoiding the stalling of the thread this way. This is the main benefit of intrathread concurrency. On the other hand, thanks to the relaxed commit condition, nonconflicting chunks executed by different threads may commit out of order. This is the main benefit of interthread concurrency.
TEPO transaction scheduling is a fully distributed operation (see implementation in Section 4) designed to minimize scheduling overhead and synchronization and maximize chunk execution concurrency. This operation was outlined at the end of Section 2.2, and it is described in detail in Algorithm 1 together with Tables II and III.
APPLICATION TO ITERATIVE CODES
This section analyzes how iterative codes (i.e., loops) can benefit from the TEPO system and the key aspects of its implementation. In iterative codes, the precedence order is a total order relation. The aim is maximizing concurrency when implementing transactional iterative constructs, such as the transfor block proposed by the OpenTM API [Baek et al. 2007 ], shown in Figure 3 . According to its definition, the transfor construct can be tuned by means of three parameters: the loop scheduling, 2 the chunk size (iterations assigned to each thread on every scheduling decision), and the transaction size (number of loop iterations executed per transaction). For the sake of simplicity, in what follows, the chunk size will be considered equal to the transaction size for the static scheduling (chunkSz).
In order to express a transfor block in terms of the framework presented in Section 2, it is necessary to define three parameters: how to partition the code into chunks, the precedence relation between such chunks, and the function that maps chunks onto threads. A simple partition is to divide the iteration space into chunks of chunkSz contiguous iterations: L = {u 0 , u 1 , . . .}. On being considered as a sequence, chunks are subjected to the following immediate precedence relation: u 0 ≺ i u 1 ≺ i u 2 . . . . The static loop scheduling corresponds to map chunks to threads through a block-cyclic mapping function: o(u i ) = i mod nT hreads.
A key aspect of TEPO is that the precedence order defined by the programmer is preserved through commits for these iterations with dependencies. The ordered clause denotes this feature. Note that even if the loop were fully parallel (DOALL loop), commits would take place chunk by chunk in the precedence sequential order. However, when precedence order between iterations is not a concern (e.g., when iterations can be arbitrarily reordered), our model allows chunks of iterations to commit as they are successfully executed without waiting for others. Simply, programmers have to omit the clause marking the execution in order. Nonetheless, in these cases, an artificial order has been introduced with the aim of simplifying the implementation, which can be the creation timestamp of transactions.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, details about the implementation of the TEPO model on a lightweight STM system is discussed. In particular, TinySTM [Felber et al. 2008] has been used as the baseline system that has been properly modified in order to introduce TEPO. The baseline configuration considers an encounter-time locking (ETL), for which the conflicts of the running transactions are detected early with a write-back policy; that is, a Write Buffer (redo-log) is defined to buffer the write operations and copy new values in memory lazily upon commit. Furthermore, although approaches such as stalling and data forwarding have been proposed as two feasible TEPO conflict resolution policies, in order to simplify the implementation, the conflict resolution only considers the abort operation. Most of the base transactional primitives, such as read, write, rollback, and commit, need to be adapted as described next. Following a similar notation to that found in Riegel et al. [2007] , Algorithms 4 through 7 describe the adapted core transactional primitives. Some general notation and several utility functions are defined in Tables IV and V. In this description, the term transaction is adopted as being equivalent to chunk, which has been used in previous sections, insomuch that a chunk represents a portion of the program mapped as an executable unit into a transaction.
It will be assumed that only one single thread is attached to a processor core, so that the variable P refers to the thread identifier. A data structure per thread, the pool of Slots, is defined to allow multiple active transactions. Each Slot references the Read Set, the Write Set, and the Write Buffer for each uncommitted transaction. At least one of these Slots is active in a given moment (associated to the running transaction). The pool of Slots is described in Section 4.4. The Write Buffer could play the role of the Write Set, but in order to be more general, both of them are kept separate, as other configurations different from ETL could not use a Write Buffer. Together with the transaction states declared in Section 2.2, an auxiliary transitional state killed is introduced, indicating that a given transaction is marked as aborted and consequently needs to be restarted suitably when checked later. For the sake of clearness, a total precedence order (pure iterative) is assumed in what follows. In Figure 4 , this kind of scenario is depicted for two threads and a set of transactions with a total (iterative) precedence order. Transactions of interest have been marked in the figure according to the notation introduced here and in Section 2.
Read
Algorithm 4 corresponds to the transactional Read primitive. In contrast to the baseline implementation, Read starts checking if there is any precedent (according to ≺) executed but not committed or running transaction that has been killed (aborted) by another precedent one. These aborted (killed) transactions must be restarted. Note that this step is not needed in the baseline implementation because only one transaction exists per thread. The next step is checking if the memory address has been written and where. The baseline implementation looks up the address only in its own Write Set. However, TEPO needs to look it up in all precedent transactions (running or executed but not committed). If none of the precedent transactions has written the requested address, the value can be loaded directly from memory. If it has been written by the current transaction, the value can be loaded from the Write Buffer. Otherwise, a precedent transaction wrote the address and consequently a data conflict is detected, aborting the current transaction.
3 If read is successful, the memory address is finally included in the Read Set.
Write
Algorithm 5 shows the Write primitive pseudocode. Similar to the Read operation, Write starts checking the state of any executed but not committed or running transaction. If the Write Set of the current running transaction already contains the requested address, then this thread was the last one that wrote this location and the T .sco ← f alse Relaxed commit condition by default 6 end procedure corresponding entry in the Write Buffer must be overwritten with the new value. If, instead, another thread has written this address (not in the local Write Set), a WAW conflict needs to be handled. As previously mentioned, those conflicts are solved by considering the precedence order criterion and forcing the commit of the conflicting transactions in strict sequential order. In this case, the SCO bit (Strict Commit Order bit) is asserted for the writer with the last place in precedence order. Transactions having the SCO bit active cannot commit until all previous (in precedence order) transactions have committed. In any case, either if the address was not written or if it was written by another transaction, a new entry needs to be allocated in the local Write Buffer with the new value, and similarly the address is inserted in the transaction's Write Set. Finally, the transactional Write operation needs to force an abort of all transactions that follow in precedence order and have read the same memory address. This last step is required because values having been read by subsequent transactions (that follow in precedence order) may have become inconsistent.
Rollback
The Rollback primitive, shown in Algorithm 6, allows the system to restore itself from an inconsistent state by aborting a conflicting transaction and restoring the previous safe program context. The rollback operation is faster in lazy version management systems (write-back) because data are not required to be restored into the memory. The process consists simply of flushing the Write Buffer and resetting both the Write Set and the Read Set. Then, the transaction can go back to the initial point and retry its execution. The TEPO rollback operation is very similar to that of the baseline implementation. However, it is necessary to support multiple transactions per thread, apart from the current one. In this way, when a transaction aborts, all subsequent transactions belonging to this thread also need to abort. Therefore, starting from the current running transaction, the rollback process is repeated until the conflicting transaction is reached and the program context is restored to the beginning of this one.
Commit
Algorithm 7 shows a pseudocode for the commit phase. As it occurs in the Write and Read primitives, the Commit starts with a check for possible aborted transactions in the current thread. If none of them has aborted, the commit phase proceeds, starting with the first pending transaction in precedence order inside the committing thread. In order to verify the commit condition (Section 2.3) and fulfill the transaction precedence restrictions, a shared data structure is necessary to keep track of already committed transactions. For instance, this can be a bit vector. This shared data structure needs to be accessible by all threads and it needs to be acquired and written atomically by the committing thread. In the case of total order (pure iterative), a shared counter can be used, which will point to the last committed transaction [Gonzalez-Mesa et al. 2012] . Following the transaction precedence order, for each transaction to be committed, the Write Buffer contents need to be dumped to memory, and the Write Set and Read Set are reset. When a transaction does not fulfill the commit condition, no more transactions of this thread are committed.
Because there could be an unlimited number of transactions per thread being executed but not committed that have been checkpointed, the resources required for these checkpoints might grow up without restriction. In order to bound such an amount of resources (Write Buffer, datasets), a limited pool of Slots has been defined per thread Note that the circular buffer is a particular implementation for iterative codes, where a total precedence order is preserved. In general, for a partial order, a more sophisticated free slot manager would be required.
In our experimental evaluation, the number of transactions per thread was well balanced, so the average number of uncommitted transactions per thread resulted around three. The size of the circular buffer in our experiments was set to eight entries. Observe that both datasets and the write buffer are dynamic structures whose size changes as the transaction runs.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The TEPO approach for loops implemented on top of TinySTM has been evaluated on a selection of benchmark codes. This section discusses the results of this evaluation. Experiments were conducted on a quad-socket eight-core Intel Xeon X7550 multiprocessor (32 cores) at 2GHz, running Linux kernel 2.6.32 (64-bit). Codes were compiled using gcc version 4.3.4, with optimization option -O2 for the transactional library (as recommended by TinySTM) and optimization -O3 for the benchmark codes.
Three performance tests have been carried out. First, the transactional benchmark suite STAMP [Cao Minh et al. 2008] has been used as a reference, in order to compare TEPO against the baseline TinySTM. Second, the ability for exploiting concurrency of TEPO has been evaluated on two irregular iterative codes: Sparse Matrix Transposition [Pissanetzky 1984] and Fluidanimate [Bienia et al. 2008 ], a code including histogram reduction loops. Finally, with the aim of measuring overheads introduced by TEPO with respect to the baseline STM software, both implementations have been evaluated using two versions of an iterative 2D stencil code, Jacobi and Seidel from Polybench [Pouchet 2011] . In all of these benchmarks (except STAMP), transactions have been manually created by strip-mining the original loop. The new inner loop, which runs over a block of iterations, is encapsulated in a chunk and executed as a transaction. In Jacobi, Seidel, and Sparse Matrix Transposition, the loop that iterates over rows is the one partitioned into chunks. In Fluidanimate, the partitioned loop is the one that iterates over the neighboring particles.
In addition to the baseline TinySTM, a straightforward ordered TinySTM version has been implemented, in which a transaction commits only when all the preceding ones have committed, stalling the thread until such a condition is fulfilled (or the transaction is aborted). The abort policy implies always aborting the subsequent transaction in case of conflict. This version will be referred to as TinySTM ordered and it will be also taken as a reference point, mainly in those cases where the order of computations is mandatory.
To mitigate random fluctuations in results due to the transactional behavior, each execution has been repeated at least 50 times, obtaining average measurements. Metrics measured from experiments include speed-up, taking the execution time of the sequential code version as the reference (but, if the sequential code is not available, the baseline TinySTM implementation with one thread is used instead); TCR (Transaction Commit Rate) [Ansari et al. 2008] , as the percentage of committed transactions out of all executed ones, which measures the effectiveness of the parallelism exploitation; and throughput, as the number of committed transactions per second.
STAMP
STAMP benchmark codes have been configured using the workloads summarized in Table VI . The following experiments are focused on comparing TEPO versus both the original and ordered versions of TinySTM. TEPO was used inside loops with chunks of one iteration per transaction, as STAMP codes are already written transactionally, and they were executed as provided, without additional modifications.
For the purpose of testing conveniently both TEPO and TinySTM-ordered, an artificial transaction order has been forced for these two implementations according to the transaction starting time. However, base TinySTM was tested for unordered transactions. Note that the result of the execution of the STAMP codes is correct regardless of the order of transactions. This ordering introduces an execution-commit delay with respect to the baseline TinySTM (unordered commit) as explained in Figure 6 . While the baseline TinySTM version can make transactions commit as soon as their execution ends, TinySTM-ordered cannot commit any transaction until the precedent transactions has been successfully committed. This situation leads to a commit delay that has an influence on performance. On the other hand, while preserving the precedent order, TEPO allows transactions to start the commit phase when the precedent transaction subset has been, at least, executed. This condition may reduce significantly the delay before committing, which has an effect on the benchmark execution time. Additionally, TEPO can hide this latency by allowing a thread to start a subsequent transaction if the commit condition is not fulfilled. The observed speedup is shown in Figure 7 . As expected, in almost all cases, TEPO speedup is kept between TinySTM and TinySTM-ordered. TEPO does not take advantage of the unordered execution as the baseline TinySTM does, but it is able to improve the execution time with respect to the straightforward ordered version (see Figure 6 ). The goal of these experiments is not to make TEPO compete against TinySTM in codes without ordering constraint, because TEPO obeys an artificial order that hurts the performance regarding the baseline TinySTM. The purpose is to show that even introducing a forced order, TEPO is able to perform better than a straightforward ordered implementation. Even so, for some particular experiments, TEPO does not underperform with respect to the baseline version.
In a first group of codes, the baseline version exhibits a relatively good scalability, which is mainly limited by the memory features of the target machine. This group includes Genome, Labyrinth, and Vacation. Although the TEPO speedup is lower in these cases, it shows a similar scalability than the baseline and always outperforms TinySTM-ordered. In a second group, composed of Intruder, Kmeans, and Yada, the scalability of the baseline version is also limited by the code features for a large number of threads. In these cases, TEPO follows the same trend as the baseline. The codes Ssca2 and Bayes do not fall into any of the two groups. In Ssca2, as a result of a high Table VI. number of very small transactions with low contention, all versions perform very poorly without extracting almost any parallelism. Nevertheless, TEPO continues to have an advantage over TinySTM-ordered. Finally, Bayes exhibits a mixed trend because the execution time is very sensitive to the order in which transactions are executed, which leads to variable behavior.
The commit delay associated with ordered implementations also has an effect in terms of TCR (Figure 7) , as the commit delay can make the transaction lifetime larger, consequently increasing the probability of conflicts. The lower commit delay in TEPO allows a significant reduction of the abort rate regarding TinySTM-ordered. However, this is not the only important issue. Although in base TinySTM, transactions commit with no specific order, TEPO reaches better or similar TCR measures in most experiments. The artificial transaction order introduced by TEPO helps to filter out a high number of false data dependencies, which results in numerous transaction aborts for the baseline version. This effect is observed in the TCR scalability. TEPO TCR scales better than the TinySTM versions, especially for a high number of threads, as the contention is higher. However, this does not turn into a speedup improvement due to the negative effect of the artificial order.
TEPO TCR ranges from 70% to 100% for all codes except those exhibiting a limited speedup and lack of scalability (Intruder, Kmeans, and Yada). For these codes, TM systems are serializing the execution as a consequence of the high abort rate due to data conflicts. At one extreme, Yada exhibits the highest abort rate because of its large transactions and the long time spent in transactions (around 96%), which makes data conflicts more likely.
Iterative Codes
This second set of experiments includes two iterative irregular codes: the transposition of a sparse matrix and a code with histogram reductions. For the first code, as iterations cannot be rearranged, base TinySTM is not applicable. As a result, experiments compare only TEPO with TinySTM-ordered. However, the second code allows reordering the execution of the iterations, so all three TM implementations can be used. The main loop of Pissanetzky's sparse matrix transposition is shown in Figure 8 . Input and output matrices are given in well-formed CRS (compressed row storage), being defined by three unidimensional vectors: row, column, and data. The loop exhibits a complex memory access pattern with several indirection levels. Observe that there are three sources of dependencies. First, a loop-carried dependence is caused by the subscript rowT(col(j)+1) in the updating of vectors dataT and colT, because the value of rowT can be calculated in a different iteration. A second loop-carried dependence is given by the reduction operation on rowT. Third, a possible output dependence is given by the writes in dataT and colT. However, this dependence is not relevant because in a well-formed CRS matrix, each position of dataT and colT is written only once in memory. Dependencies between iterations are determined by the fill-in of the input matrix, which is unknown before execution. Therefore, the behavior of the transactional system can be changed by using matrices with different features. A set of matrices taken from the Matrix Market repository [Boisvert et al. 1997] , whose features are summarized in Figure 9 , has been selected for evaluation.
The number of data conflicts, and consequently the effectiveness of the transactional parallelization, will be related to the density of nonnull rows in the input matrix, rather than the density of the whole matrix, as these rows are precisely those to be transposed. According to its average nonnull row density (NNRD), tested matrices can be classified into three classes: high NNRD (beacxc, wm3), medium NNRD (jpwh_991, 1138_bus), and low NNRD (bcsstk18, bcspwr10). The observed performance is depicted in Figure 10 . In terms of throughput, the higher the NNRD is, the better performance that TEPO offers versus TinySTM-ordered. This relative trend is also followed by TCR measurements. Note that TCR is lower for smaller matrices, although TEPO outperforms TinySTM-ordered because just these matrices have the highest nonnull row density. Just because the outer loop has been parallelized, larger matrices will have more iterations in the inner loop, resulting in a higher absolute workload per outer loop iteration, and consequently, fewer transactions are executed per time unit. In all these experiments, TEPO was able to exploit more concurrency than the baseline ordered system.
Observe that the sparse matrix transposition is a strongly memory-bound code whose main operation is basically data moving. In order to analyze the scalability with the number of threads, the code has been evaluated adding an extra synthetic computational workload by operating over each matrix coefficient read in each iteration, before being written in the transposed matrix. Results are shown in Figure 11 , where speedup is summarized for several values of the synthetically added computational intensity [Williams et al. 2009] . As expected, the higher the operational intensity, the more exploitable the parallelism is in all cases, as the effect of the memory system vanishes. On the contrary, from the transactional point of view, higher operational intensity will involve larger transactions and consequently a higher abort cost. The advantage of TEPO over TinySTM-ordered is kept in almost all situations, especially for a large number of threads. Specifically, for eight threads, TEPO improves the speedup around 10% in most cases, for 16 threads around 30%, and for 32 threads around 60% for some matrices. TEPO results depend on the input matrix fill-in pattern, resulting in a convergent trend toward a maximum attainable parallelism. This trend is not exhibited by TinySTM-ordered, whose observed speedup falls below TEPO. Due to its small size, the speedup for the wm3 matrix is poor.
Fluidanimate, from the PARSEC benchmark suite [Bienia et al. 2008] , is an iterative code solving a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations. It contains irregular histogram reduction loops [Gutiérrez et al. 2000] , as sketched in Figure 12 . About 96.1% of the sequential execution time is spent in them (functions ComputeForces and ComputeDensities). Evaluation is shown in Figures 13 and 14 (input set used: simlarge, 300K particles, and five frames). Observe that the commutative and associative properties of reductions make TinySTM results correct, although iterations might have been disordered. In any case, TEPO obtains the best results of all methods. Note that for this code, only computation associated to boundary particles are enclosed in lock sections in the original source code, and consequently the conflict probability is low (only about 1.5% of writes in the reduction array involve potential conflicts). The chunk size has a significant influence on the scalability of TEPO, as the overhead/payload ratio is less important with large chunks. Nevertheless, the TCR worsens because the conflict probability increases (transactions with longer lifespan).
Evaluating Overheads
Software overhead associated with current STM implementations is usually not low. In order to evaluate the overhead of our proposal with respect to the baseline system, two 2D stencil benchmark codes from Polybench [Pouchet 2011 ] have been used. Note that these are memory-bound codes [Christen et al. 2011] , with low operational intensity. The first code, Jacobi, can run fully in parallel because computation and memory update stages are decoupled by means of an auxiliary matrix (see Figure 15(a) ). On the other hand, Seidel code computes in place, and hence, its execution is serialized due to the loop-carried dependencies (see Figure 15(b) ). Speedup measurements for Jacobi are shown in Figure 16 . On being fully parallel, TCR has been omitted (no transactional conflicts). As a reference, a simple parallelization using OpenMP is also shown (each loop parallelized separately with the pragma omp parallel for clause). Since reordering parallel iterations does not affect the output results, the baseline TinySTM is applicable. The main point here is that the TEPO parallel version does not add a significant extra overhead over the baseline TM system. Even more, a slight advantage of TEPO is observed as the number of threads grows. By increasing the chunk size, the overhead can be better hidden with concurrency, improving speedup to around 75% of that of OpenMP.
The sequential nature of Seidel involves a strong worsening in the speedup and TCR as displayed in Figure 17 . As iterations cannot be reordered, the TinySTM-ordered has been used as a reference. The low computation workload per iteration and the overhead of the STM system are responsible for the efficiency downfall, much below the sequential version, which becomes worse for a high number of threads. Even so, TEPO does not perform worse than TinySTM-ordered. As before, this poor behavior can be alleviated by increasing the chunk size. As Seidel is in place, consecutive transactions have conflicts. Therefore, as TEPO allows a higher number of active transactions than TinySTM-ordered, the abort rate is larger. This fact explains the lower TCR for TEPO, as TinySTM-ordered only needs to abort one transaction (the current one) while TEPO may abort a chain of transactions per thread. Yes, if transaction order can be defined explicitly; otherwise, it is used as a mechanism for correctness. Strict: precedence order is strictly observed at commit time; Relaxed: transactions can commit out of order when results are equivalent to those derived from precedence order.
RELATED WORK
Two major approaches to optimistic parallelism are TM and TLS. TM focuses on optimistic thread synchronization of a multithreaded program, and TLS focuses on the speculative parallelization of a sequential program. A main difference between TM and TLS is that the latter assumes that the sequential semantics of the original program are maintained in the parallel execution, while TM is unordered. However, both concepts are strongly related, as stated in Porter et al. [2009] , where the problem of using TM to support speculative multithreading is analyzed. In a similar direction, the proposed TEPO model leverages TM to support speculative execution of transactions subjected to a user-defined precedence order that can represent the essential sequential semantics of the program. Despite the original TM concept not considering ordering between transactions, order can be a strong tool to improve some aspects related to the execution of transactions. Some TM systems make use of order as a mechanism to solve data conflicts by reordering transaction commits. This is the case for systems such as BulkSMT [Qian et al. 2012] , DATM [Ramadan et al. 2008] , and SONTM [Aydonat and Abdelrahman 2010] . In these systems, the commit precedence order comes from the eventual data conflicts. In TEPO, on the contrary, the precedence order is defined by the user and it determines how the data conflicts will be managed. On the other hand, other TM proposals, such as SoC-TM [Ferri et al. 2011] , STMLite [Mehrara et al. 2009 ], and TCC [Hammond et al. 2004] , obey some established precedence order. SoC-TM and STMLite define the precedence order according to the sequential semantics of the original program. Both systems rely on a centralized commit arbitrator to guarantee the order, while TEPO carries out this process in a fully distributed way. In TCC, the precedence order is defined by means of phase numbers that are assigned to the transactions by the user. Transactions with the same number are executed unordered, while a barrier is introduced between transactions with consecutive phase numbers. This technique does not allow one to define a partial precedence order, unlike TEPO. A remarkable property of TEPO is that a single thread can maintain several active transactions (thanks to decoupling execution from commit), in contrast to the previous proposals that support only one per thread (except TCC, which may support two transactions using double buffering). TLSTM [Barreto et al. 2012 ] combines both TM and TLS approaches. All transactions execute unordered, but each one is split into several smaller tasks that are speculatively executed in parallel (ordered).
Table VII summarizes some of the most relevant properties of the discussed ordered TM systems, in comparison to TEPO.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the TEPO model aimed at improving concurrency in parallel transactional codes that are subjected to some precedence order restrictions required for correctness. In addition, as the precedence order is used to filter out data conflicts, the model offers the opportunity to reduce the impact of conflicts in general codes by introducing an explicit user-defined order. The support for precedence order is combined with the possibility of handling several transactions in a single thread.
A lightweight STM system (TinySTM) has been extended to support the TEPO model and has been evaluated in an ample set of benchmarks. Results show that in iterative codes with order restrictions, our system improves concurrency significantly, while in codes with no order restrictions, TEPO is able to outperform the base TM system for most tested codes. On the other hand, experiments show that TEPO does not introduce major overheads to the base TM system.
